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Something for all
at trustee meeting
By Pat Thomas
News Editor

NvwlQhoto by Mmdy Milltga,

Meter man

So you wonder what happened to all of your pocket
change? Chances are that Melvin R. Jones, director

oi parking services, collected it when he emptied
the parking meter coin boxes near the Union.

Gas shortage may last 3 winters
WASHINGTON (AP)-The nation's
natural gas shortage may continue
until October and could become even
worse in winters to come, a key
federal energy official said yesterday.
"We're not going to get out of
today's crisis possibly until next
October" because of the need to refill
depleted storage supplies of natural
gas in preparation for next winter,
said John F. O'Leary, new head of
the Federal Energy Administration.
"And indeed," O'Leary told the
Consumer Federation of America,'
"next winter, and the next winter,
and the next winter it's going to be
worse."

At the same time, government
reports indicated the current mild
weather had sent back to the Job
thousands of workers laid off due to
natural gas shortages but that many
more were still out of work.
MEANWHILE, President Carter
announced that Vice President
Walter
Mondale and former
President Gerald R. Ford will head a
new energy conservation group to
minimize the waste of fuel resources
in the United States.
And Carter's chief energy adviser,
James R. Schlesinger, said energy
conservation will be the cornerstone
of the administration's com-

prehensive policy to be unveiled by
April 20. He hinted that much of the
conservation may be imposed by the
government and may involve some
kind of price regulation as well.
"THE FREE MARKET is not
necessarily the ideal mechanism to
make large adjustments over a short
period of time." Schlesinger told the
consumer federation. He added it
may be necessary to take "mandated" measures which might Involve price levels and employment in
addition to conservation.
He declined to comment further.
THE UNEMPLOYMENT figures

are admittedly inexact, coming from
a variety of sources which differ in
both their methods and in their
timing.
The Commerce Department, which
had reported some 1.2 million people
out of work a week ago because of
the gas shortage, reduced the
number yesterday to 870,000. The
department said improved employment in New York. New Jersey
and Ohio accounted for much of the
reduction.
For the first time in weeks, the
weather forecast, through Feb. 13,
predicts temperatures above normal
for this time of year throughout the
entire nation.

Rec center track plan defended
By Cindy Lelse
Staff Reporter
The construction of the running
track for the new student Recreation
Center was once again trotted out at
yesterday's Board of Trustees
meeting.
The 190-yard unbanked, suspended
structure, a part of the 19.45 million
facility, has become a campus
controversy. Some coaches and men
and women track team members
claim the track will be inadequate
and even dangerous.
A petition drawn up recently by
track team members demands a
revaluation of the track, claiming it
is "repetitive of current inadequate
facilities."
MARK E. KERNS, undergraduate
student representative to the Board
of Trustees, read a prepared
statement at yesterday's meeting

Program
—
Trarttft

defending the track, claiming that it
is adequate for "general student
needs."
He told the News the statement
was in answer to the petition, which
he expected to be read at the
meeting.
The petition was not
presented to the board.
He said the track controversy has
been distorted or misrepresented by
the media. He said letters to the
News have been "one-sided" and
"against the facts."
"The allegation is that this is a
repeat or carbon copy of the outdated track in the Men's Gym,"
Kerns said. "This isn't so."
The indoor running track in the
Men's Gym (built in 1927) is 120
yards long and is supended and
banked. The track in the Recreation
Center will be 190 yards long,
suspended and will not be banked.
Critics claim an official running

Statement:

track should be at least 220 yards
long and should be banked and on
the floor.
A banked track is built up on the
curves to allow runners to continue
running fast. A suspended track is
suspended from the ceiling.
TRACK TEAM members claim the
220-yard track is the only safe and
worthwhile track to run on. Meivin
E. Brodt, track and cross country
coach, said athletes have been injured because of poor practicing
conditions.
Original plans for the center included the 220-yard banked track,
University Architect Roland Y.
Engler said.
He said the architect's estimates of
a building including the 220-yard
track were "way out of sight." The
larger building would have cost $10
to 12 million, according to Engler.
Engler said although estimates for

220yds

University architect's scale drawing showing the relative sixes and shapes of the
existing track la the Men's Gym, the planned student Recreational Center track

the center have been more than a
millon dollars below the architect's
estimates, it is too late to revise the
plans. He said the project architect
would require another fee and the
cost of another round of bidding
would be too expensive.
Kerns said the 220-yard track
would have been an advantage, but
is not necessary.
"The first brick isn't even laid and
we're hearing the yelling of intercollegiate athletes," said Kerns.
"The building wasn't designed for
them.
"IT'S TOO bad they (the track
team) don't have the caliber of track
they want, but they're expecting the
students to pay for it," he said.
"They're students, but only a small
minority."
Kerns said the 190-yard track is a
good compromise. He acknowledged
that one of ts main faults is its sharp
turns.
Dr. Richard R. Eakin, vice provost
for student affairs and chairman of
the Student Recreation Facility
Building Committee, said the sharp
turns may create some problems.
He said the turning radius on the 190yard track will be 32 feet. The
radius on the 120-yard Men's Gym
track is about 34 feet. A 220-yard
track is most suited for running, with
a 64-foot turning radius.
He said joggers would have longer
stretches to run on the 190-yard
track, but agreed that runners could
have problems. He said the 10-foot
width of the track could allow for a
wider turn.
EAKIN SAID some of the
University's coaches and track team
members believe the 190-yard track
should at least be banked. He said
some Mid-American Conference officials and other experts believe the
banked track could be Just as
dangerous as an unbanked track.
He said the committee recently
studied the banking question and
decided to leave the track flat.
"The main thing is that it was
designed as a jogging track, not a
running facility," Eakin said.

There was something for everyone at yesterday's Board of Trustees
meeting.
The board approved residence and dining hall budgets, cut the
number of resident advisers, reviewed the recreation center controversy, debated faculty tenure polices and accepted the resignation of
trustee Norman J. Rood.
Rood resigned in protest of a recent Ohio Ethics Commission ruling
requiring trustees of all state universities to submit an annual
disclosure of income sources, investments, real estate interests,
creditors, debtors and gifts.
Board chairman Charles E. Shanklin read Rood's letter of resignation
aloud and added "it's regrettable that an agency of the government
would require private citizens to file irrelevant information with anyone,
anywhere."
Shanklin called the ruling a "tremendous, tremendous invasion of
privacy" and said there are other conflict of interest statements which
govern trustees but do not require full financial disclosure.
"If the government can invade the privacy of one, it can invade the
privacy of all," he said. "I think it's a tragedy to cut off any part of
society with an interest in this type of service for this very stupid
reason."
Rood said he had offered to sign a statement attested to by his attorney that he had no conflict of interest over any contracts the
University might award.
"We (the board) don't even award contracts," he said. Rood is the
president of Suburban Fuel Gas, Inc., Cygnet. There are four years left
in his nine-year term as trustee. His resignation is effective March 31,
one day before the new ruling goes into effect.

25 resident adviser jobs to be cut
Twenty-five resident adviser (RA) positions will be cut next year as
part of a program to eliminate a projected $200,000 deficit without
increasing room rates.
According to Vice Provost for Student Affairs Richard R. Eakin, the
RA's will be taken from dormitories and halls primarily filled with
upperclassmen, the rationale being that upperclassmen do not need as
much RA attention as freshmen.
Base board rates were raised IS and three meal coupon puchase plans
were outlined. Plan A includes the standard four coupon books for
$185; Plan B offers five books for $222, a 20 per cent discount on the
fifth book; and Plan C has six books for $259, including a 20 per cent
discount on the fifth and sixth books.
University President Hollis A. Moore Jr. told the board that the new
plans should be considered on a "see-what-happens" basis.
"i.rt's look at it as an experiment, rather than a pattern we're locked
into for years," he said.
Vice President for Resource Planning Michael R. Ferrari said the
base room and board rates at the University are still the lowest in the
state.
The board also approved a drop of $24 in summer quarter dorm rates
and general fees. Room rates went from $271 to $250 for the entire
summer and general fees dropped from $36 to $33.
However, the instructional fee surcharge of $9 was continued through
the summer.
Moore also commented on the biennium budget for higher education
proposed by Gov. Rhodes. "I would like to commend, applaud and add
my support of the governor's budget," he said.
The budget calls for a 6 per cent increase in funds for state universities. Also included is a clause that would provide state funds to cover
any mandated increases in Civil Service employe wages.
That budget has not yet been passed by the state legislature.

Student-police grievance plan outlined
Moore announced that he has drawn up procedures for reviewing
student grievances against the University Police.
Students with a grievance will file a written complaint with Assistant
Provost for Student Affairs Bobby G. Arrowsmith, who will review all
complaints. The forms then will be forwarded to Richard C. Marsh,
administrative adviser to the president, who will arrange a meeting
with the student and University Police to discuss the incident.
Moore said the new procedures will protect the student who thinks he
has been treated unfairly as well as protecting the police from unfair
charges.
The formal grievance procedures will not be presented to the board
until its April meeting, but Moore said he will not wait to put them into
practice.

$1.5 million approved for projects
More than $1.5 million will be spent on auxiliary construction and
renovation projects in the next year. The board approved the projects,
presented by Vice President for Operations George Postich
The money, taken from various surplus funds, will be used to
renovate and repair several residence halls. In addition, steam heating
lines will be run to some housing units now using natural gas. The Ice
Arena also will be converted to steam heat.
Some facility fee funds will be used to renovate parts of the Union,
including the Carnation Room, which will be refurbished on a disco
theme.
Seventy-three of the 91 projects and $1.2 million will involve residence
hall improvements, Postich said.

Tenure policy revisions debated
Proposed revisions in the Statement of University Policy on Faculty
Appointment and Tenure were debated at length by the board. The
revisions were submitted to the board for approval by Faculty Senate,
which has debated them for three years.
The board approved a revision which lengthened the probationary
period for faculty members from five or six years to seven years.
After the probationary period, a faculty member may apply for permanent tenure.
Discussion centered on the right of a tenured member to be assisted
by counsel at a hearing on termination of appointment for cause. The
second part of the revision, dealing with the right of a faculty member
to call witnesses on his behalf and to cross-examine witnesses, was
tabled.
Faculty Senate will review the proposed revision again to determine a
clear policy on the right to legal counsel in such a case.
Dr. Sheldon Halpern, vice provost for faculty affairs, said the
procedure of hearings required for such a dismissal has not been used
at the University for "many years."

opinion

'judgment is founded on truth...'

billy, say it ain 't so I

the cause of 110
English 110, a new basic English course approved by Academic
Council Wednesday, is an unfortunate sign of the times.
The inability of modern primary and secondary schools to teach
students proper grammar and writing methods forced the establishment of the new course. Academic Council did well to see the need
and allow for the course.
Many incoming students can read and write only at a fifth or
sixth grade level. A surprising number of freshmen cannot spell the
simplest words and have never had to use a dictionary regularly.

Use of the English language is becoming especially Important
because employers expect their employes to know how to compile
concise, readable production reports, memos and the like. Even
some departments, such as the School of Journalism here, are
beginning to require English usage tests as a requirement for entrance.
No one in particular is to fault for this incompetence.
High and grade schools are being plagued with high enrollments
and low funds. Thus, schools are forced to pile 50 or more students
into a classroom to learn English, which requires more Individualized instruction.
Students often are not held back when they should be and are
passed on from grade to grade with a C or D. By the time these
students get to college, they still have trouble with sentence
structure-through no fault of their own. Maybe the blame lies with
those educators who tolerate mediocrity.
Another source of the problem Is that few high schools teach
grammar after ninth grade. Assuming students have mastered the
language, schools turn to three or four solid years of literature while
communications skills remain hopelessly low.

Conditions have warranted other colleges to establish "bonehead"
English classes to bring freshmen up to the proper level. There was
a need for such a program here and the Academic Council made It
happen.
The council also adopted a perfect system of granting credit from
110 and other English requirements. Under the new system, a
student can receive only eight hours of credit In English 110, 111,
112 and 113. Therefore, if a student tries hard enough to Jump from
110 to 112, he will receive credit for both. If he must take 111
also, only eight hours will be given for the three courses.

To fulfill the purpose of English 110, instructors for the first
sections of the course this summer must make a commitment to
help freshmen enrolled in the class reach their potential in English
composition. Passing gross incompetents on to English 111 or 112
will hurt only the student, the University's credibility and the
learning process in the long run.
Starting this course from scratch will mean setting meaningful
course objectives and class schedules. English 110 is a course
which desperately needs to be started properly.

Mr. BUI Carter
Plains, Ga.
Dear BUI,
I Just read in the newspapers that
you have signed up with a highpowered agent from Nashville,
Tennessee, to represent you In the
area of personal appearances and the
media. Your agent claims you're the
hottest personality in America and
he's going to package you and make
you a potful of money.
Say it ain't so, Billy. Say you ain't
sold out for a mess of pork chops.
You were the greatest free spirit we
had in this country. As far as we
working stiffs were concerned you
were the first folk hero to come
along In decades. We identified with
you, Billy Boy. All you seemed to
need was a can of beer and an oil
barrel to sit on, and you could spit at
the world.
YOU TOLA them dumb newspaper
people anything they wanted to hear.
Your gas station was a beacon of
truth which lit the skies of a new
South. You didn't give a hoot for
Washington or all them big shots who
were snickering at you behind your
back. You made Jackasses out of
them at the Inauguration, and we
were counting on you to make
Jackasses out of them for the next
four years.
You know why, Billy? Because we
knew you couldn't be bought. People
in bars all over America said,
"Jimmy may not be able to save the
country, but Billy will."
So when I read you signed up with
some outfit called "Top Billing,
Inc.," I couldn't believe it.

not only going to have to push the
stuff on TV commercials, but according to the law you're going to
have to drink it when you're not on
TV. Think of It, Billy, they're going
to make you consume a quart of
milk a day.
You saw what they did to Joe
Namath when they packaged him.
They made him dress in women's
nylon pantyhose. How are you going
to face the boys back In Plains after
you've done a pantyhose commercial? Every hard-hat in America

will turn against you.
And what about 0. J. Simpson?
Suppose they sign you up to run
through airports with your suitcase
and Jump over barriers so you can
rent a Hertz car? You're Just not in
condition for that sort of thing, Billy.
That could kill you before you got
the keys to the car.

and you'll be working so hard for
your agent you won't have time to go
fishing or dig for earthworms or
even roast a bag of peanuts.
Before you know it, Billy, you'll be
escorting Hollywood starlets to
motion picture premiers and having
your photo taken with Racquel Welch
and Ann-Margaret.

BESIDES COMMERCIALS, your
agent ain't going to let you talk to
newspapermen any more for free.
He's going to charge for every word
you utter. You're going to wind up in
Reader's Digest telling people how
you learned to love the FBI and
found God. They'll have you doing
pieces for the Ladies' Home Journal
on your favorite chicken recipes, and
Family Circle will probably name a
diet after you.
They'll book you at state fairs and
have you play a Yankee carpetbagger in the sequel of "Roots."
Everyone will own a piece of you

AND THEN you'll wind up putting
Aqua Velvet on yourself and some
girl will slap your face and they'll
make you say, "Thank you, I needed
that!"
Yes, Billy Boy, they'll make you
rich, but they'll break your heart.
I'm pleading with you. Us working
people have always looked up to you
because you were your own man. I
ask you, Billy, what profiteth a man
if he gains the world's riches but
loses his six-pack of beer?
Copyright 1977, Los Angeles Tunes
Syndicate
r'-JK-'r.-fcvJSM.i,

DO YOU HAVE any idea what
they're going to do to you? Look
what the William Morris Agency did
to Mark Spitz. They had him selling
milk. That's what I said, Billy,
MILK! Suppose your agent signs you
up to become the spokesman for the
dairy Industry? Do you know what
that could do for your image? You're

.Letters
ordeal
It all started about 3:10 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 4 when my roommate
received a call intended for me from
the illustrious Patrolman Bratt. I
returned about IS minutes later and
found out that BGSU's finest were
hot on my trail. So being the concerned student that I am, I Immediately returned the call to find
out what their problem WHS, only to
be Informed that I should scurry
over as fast as the weather would
permit
Upon arriving I asked the upstanding gentleman behind the desk
where I could find Officer Bratt.
Before I had finished my question
there he was in all his qlory by the
swinging door. He escorud me to his
office where I was told to take a seat
and make myself uncomfortable.
He informed me
that an
acquaintance of mine had received a
threatening letter and it was his Job
to find out who the culprit was. I told
him who had received the letter and
with an astonished look on his face
be asked me how I knew she was the
victim. I informed him that the name
was on his desk in plain sight. He,
acting as if I couldn't read, said so it

It
He proceeded to inquire as to If I
would cooperate in taking some
handwriting quizzes. I told him I had
nothing to do with the childish prank.
At which point, Sir Bratt of Bowling
Green told me he wasn't pointing any
fingers (showing his manners), but
went on to say if I was the guilty
party I wouldn't be throwing any
(parties) for a while. So, being as
cooperative as possible, I filled out
his tests so he could grade them at
bis leisure.
I was then faced with the horrible
threat of being fingerprinted and my
mug shot being hung on the post
office walls across the nation as an
innocent person. Again I told him
that I wasn't his man, but
bloodhound Bratt, bound to get his
man, again Informed me that I was
in a heap of trouble if I was telling a
falsehood.
Being the fine gentleman that he
It, Patrolman Bratt thanked me for
my cooperation and time and told me
I was a free man again.
Upon my arrival back to the excellent facilities provided at the

Health Center Annex, I realized that
my shoes were soaking wet and had
caught a cold while trudging over to
the pokle in the inclement Bowling
Green weather.
The following morning at 10 a.m. I
was rudely awakened by the impatient ringing of the phone.
Scampering to my feet, I raced
across the room to answer It only to
be honored by another call from my
new found friend, Officer Bratt He
had called me to inform me that I
was no longer a suspect in his
perplexing crime. He again thanked
me for my cooperation, but evidently
forgot to apologize for the inconvenience he had caused.
Thomas Carroll
234 Health Center Annex

safety first
As a student at BGSU for several
years, I realize that it is asking too
much for our parking lots to be
cleared. With the hard times our
country is facing, it is our dvlc duty
that we don't gripe that our
sidewalks are not cleaned, unless of
course they are used for the general
public to attend a sporting event I
don't think however, that it is asking
too much that the steps to the library
and dormitories are clear and dry.
Minimum safety should be afforded
to those students who spend hundreds
of dollars a quarter to attend this
University. After ail, students are
more than an inconvenience that
must be tolerated in order to obtain
the funds to operate BGSU.
David A. Gache
824 Sixth St. Apt 1

innovation
The English Department and Dean
John G. Eriksen have taken • big
step in the right direction by approving the English 110 course for
students whose placement scores are
below those required for English 111.
However, they have countered their
step forward with a giant step backwards. They plan to Increase the
number of students per class and to
staff the course with "three graduate
internships or one intern instructor
and one assistant." I do not believe
that they have the right attitude or
approach to such a course.

Those who are entering English 110
have been learning the English
language, its grammar and its
spelling for twelve years of primary
and secondary education. They have
not learned it very well or they
would not be placed In English 110.
How do we expect to remedy in one
quarter what could not be remedied
in twelve years?
It will be difficult, so let's try to
give those students all the help we
can. Staff the course with our best
professors-people who can motivate
these students to learn In one quarter
what they have not learned In twelve
years and people who are strong in
the mechanics of the English
language. It may be that we do have
graduate assistants who could do a
good job of this task, but these
students need the best. Also, keep the
classes small-all instructors have
their work made easier by small
classes.
Such proposals take money for
staffing, probably mere money than
Dean Eriksen is willing to appropriate, but what is the purpose of
the course: to break even financially
or to prepare students who can write
clearly and concisely?
Mark Wisner
Department of
Biological Sciences

yield
There is obviously some confusion
on the part of the student body and
many members of the faculty, as to
who has the right of way at the
crosswalks on Ridge Street and
Thurstin Avenue. On numerous occasions, I have come upon these
locations and students and faculty
members will step out In front of my
car. I have come close, several
times, to hitting someone who has
the false assumption that they have
the right of way. They are quick to
tell me by shouting and waving their
fingers at me.
According to the Ohio Revised
Code, Section 4511.46: "(A) When
traffic control signals are not in
place or not in operation the driver
of a vehicle, trackless trolley, or
streetcar shall yield the right of way,
slowing down or stopping If need be
to so yield, to a pedestrian crossing

the roadway within a crosswalk when
the pedestrian is upon the half of the
roadway upon which the vehicle is
traveling, or when the pedestrian is
approaching so closely from the
opposite half of the roadway as to be
in danger. (B) No pedestrian shall
suddenly leave a curb or other place
of safety and walk or run Into the
path of a vehicle, trackless trolley,
or streetcar which is so close as to
constitute an immediate hazard."
Students and faculty obviously
assume that they automatically have
the right of way at these areas,
simply because the crosswalk is
marked. Not so, according to the
above law. Pedestrians cannot be
protected by the law if they simply
step off the curb into the path of an
oncoming vehicle. Common sense and
a little courtesy would indicate that
if a pedestrian would wait at the
curb, for traffic to pass, the traffic
jams that are created by students
continually streaming across the
crosswalk on Ridge Street would be
minimized.
Crosswalks are marked to give
pedestrians guidance on where to
cross safely, and to advise motorists
of the location of areas that are most
often used by pedestrians. In the
absence of marked crosswalks,
pedestrians must yield to all vehlclar
traffic according to Section 4511.48.
David Willmarth
956 North Main Street

welcomed
Hats off to the gentlemen of the
Interfraternity Council! The entire
membership of Beta Mu Kappa
wishes to extend a warm hand of
appreciation to the LFC for granting
us an associate membership to the
council. Since we are the first
fraternity of this nature formed on
this campus, and possibly, the first
fraternity of its kind nationwide, we
feel that the 1FC has illustrated good
judgement and consideration In
allowing a fraternity such as Beta
Mu Kappa, access to greek sponsored
events.
A» a newly founded fraternity, we
knew we were walking on thin ice
whan we ventured to seek membership In the IFC. However, the

help and advice that we have
received, makes us feel welcome.
You decision has opened the door to
many students who previously were
unable to participate in greek events
because of work, family obligations,
or distant home locations. We appreciate your decision and will
respond with 100 per cent participation.
Robert F. Wolf
Public Relations Director
Beta Mu Kappa

upkeep?
As a resident of Conklin HaU,
paying $271.00 per quarter, you think
the University could keep our dorm
in livable condition. It all started
back in October when we had the
first really cold weekend. That
weekend we had no heat in many of

the rooms. Miraculously, Monday
morning when the maintenance man
came in we had heat. By then
though, the temperature in my room
was 50 degrees.
Then later in the year the ice
machine sprung a leak. For a week
and a half there was a puddle of
water running out into our lobby. It's
great to have to walk through
stagnant water.
The latest folly is the washing
machines in our dorm. All of them
have been broken since last Thursday. Mr. Anderson, the hall director
of Conklin, says that it is not his
responsibility. I ask then, as
students, what do we pay him for?
When you consider that per
quarter, per room, the University
charges $542.00 without the meal
plan, you would think that we could
have better service than this.
Tom Joyce
236 Conklin Hall
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Day in Review

California drought may force «•
rationing, reordering of lives

From Associated Press Reports
Rhodesian boycott urged
Appealing to Congress to impose a
boycott against Rhodesian chrome,
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance said
yesterday the Carter administration
supports a rapid but peaceful transition
to black rule in Rhodesia.
"The key to peace lies in Mr. Ian
Smith's hands," Vance said, referring to
the white Rhodesian leader. Vance
went on to say that a U.S. boycott of
Rhodesian chrome would persuade
Smith to move in that direction.
Vance, testifying before the Senate
subcommittee on African affairs, said
the United States would not take charge
of any negotiations looking toward black
rule and has no intention of becoming
involved in a conflict in Rhodesia if
Britain fails to arrange a peaceful
settlement.
"In our judgment, clearly the British
should play the leading role," Vance
said.
The United Nations has imposed a
global boycott of Rhodesian chrome
since 1966. However, the United States
has refused to honor the boycott
because of the congressionally imposed
Byrd amendment, which bars U.S.
participation.

S. Africans denounced
The Homan Catholic Church, in a stiff
new challenge to the government of
white-ruled South Africa, yesterday
denounced the nation's "social and
political system of oppression."
A statement by the Catholic bishops of
southern Africa called for sweeping
change to avert more bloodshed.
It urged a sharing of power between
South Africa's 4.S million whites and its
18 million voteless blacks, condemned
alleged police brutality against blacks
and vowed to promote black leadership
within the Church.
The statement was issued as students
returned to school in the black township
of Soweto, near Johannesburg, after a
day of book burning and protest against
the government's separate education
policy for blacks.
The bishops demanded an investigation of what they described as
the "seemingly systematic beatings and
unjustifiable shootings of blacks during
disturbances and of cold blooded torture
of detained persons."

IRA gunmen sentenced
Four Irish Republican Army (IRA)
gunmen were sentenced in London
yesterday to life imprisonment for seven
killings and a dozen bombings during an
18-month IRA offensive in English
cities.
Authorities said they were bracing for
a possible upsurge of IRA violence in
reprisal for the stiff sentences.
The judge in the case, Sir Joseph
Cantley, who had been told he was on
the extremists' death list, refrained
from commenting on the threat of an
IRA campaign as he imposed the
sentences in Central Criminal Court,
known to Londoners as the Old Bailey.
He recommended that each of the four
men serve no less than 30 years in
prison before being paroled.

Flood caucus set for today
State officials from Ohio and five of
her neighbors meet today to plan for
Ohio River flooding experts say may not
materalize.
The meeting, called by Ohio Gov.
Rhodes, will include Gov. John D.
Rockefeller IV and representatives of
Govs. Otis R. Bowen of Indiana. James

R. Thompson of Illinois, Julian Carroll
of Kentucky, and Milton J. Shapp of
Pennsylvania.
"Huge ice and snow buildup in states
bordering Ohio makes heavy flooding
possible sometime in late winter or
early spring," Rhodes said after surveying the river conditions about two
weeks ago.
"An early meeting will lay the
foundation for a coordinated effort that
will be necessary to minimize the
consequences of such a disaster. If we
act now, we can possibly prevent
millions of dollars of damage and the
loss of many lives."

Columbia Gas scolded
Democratic legislative leaders told
Columbia Gas of Ohio yesterday "to get
on with the business of serving its
customers" and stop questioning controversial gas pricing legislation.
The scolding came after Atty. Gen.
William J. Brown issued an informal
opinion stating that the law in question
did not bar Columbia from providing
residential customers with emergency,
deregulated natural gas.
"If Columbia is attempting to cover
up bad management decisions by using
enacted legislation and the weather as
its scapegoat, we will not tolerate that,"
House Speaker Vernal G. Riffe Jr. (DNew Boston) and Senate Majority
Leader Oliver Ocasek (D-Akron) said.
"Columbia should get on with the
business of serving its customers," their
joint statement added. "It should begin
to think of the public it serves!"
In a letter to Riffe and Ocasek, the
attorney general said Columbia's
request for suspension of the pricing
law was not necessary.

TO THF. NORTH, Oregon
is also having water
shortage problems.
The estimated streamflow in the Willamette
River at Portland, Ore.,
dropped to nine per cent of
normal on Wednesday.
The federal River Forecast
Center
at
Portland
predicted on Feb. I that
the river could hit a 30year low if normal
precipitation resumed for
the rest of the month, and
a 100-year low if it did not-so far, it has not.
Earlier this week, the
water level in Portland
Harbor ranged from 1.5 to
5 feet. The normal rate
at this time of year is from
about 8.25 feet to 6.5 feet.

«»*>««
Workers from Buffalo's Frontier Freight Yard
loaded snow onto these hopper cars Monday in
attempts to dispose of the area's record snowfall.
The hoppers proceeded southward where the snow
melted. One 76-car train left Monday.

Cleveland plan rejected
A
Cleveland
school
board
desegregation plan was rejected
yesterday by U.S. District Court Judge
Frank J. Battisti who called the plan
inadequate and not in compliance with
his desegregation guidelines.
The ruling came on an NAACP motion
expressing dissatisfaction with the plan
because it did not go far enough in
desegregating the 122,000-pupil district.
The judge also asked the U.S.
Attorney General's office to intervene in
the case because the Cleveland school
case involved federal policies and
agencies
which
contributed
to
segregated residential patterns in the
city.
When Battisti found the Cleveland and
state school boards guilty of fostering
segregation in Cleveland public schools
last year, he called for a desegregation
plan that would affect every grade in
every school beginning this September.

NOW IS THE TIME TO ENROLL
IN OUR NEW SPRING MINING PROGRAM.
* WE HAVE THE LATEST IN AUDIOVISUAL
GROUND TRAINING METHODS
it NEW 1977 CESSNA TRAINING AIRCRAFT
* ATTRACTIVE LOW RATES
For Your Introductory Lesson

CALL' 43S-74SS
OR STOP IN AT
REX AIR

A check Wednesday at
one point in the watershed
for the Oakland water
system showed only eight
inches of snow; normal for
this time of year is 67
inches.

Hustler magazine publisher Larry
Flynt will remain in a Cincinnati jail at
least until Monday when a three-judge
appellate court resumes deliberation of
his motion to be freed on bail pending
appeal of organized crime and obscenity
conviction.
The 1st Ohio District Court of Appeals
announced yesterday that it would hold
a hearing Monday afternoon for further
consideration of the matter.
Flynt has been in jail since Tuesday
when a Hamilton County Common Pleas
Court jury found him guilty of engaging
in organized crime and selling materials
judged to be obscene. He was sentenced to 7 to 25 years in prison and
fined $11,000.

f LEARNING TO FLY.
f
IS NOT ONLY FUN BUT PRACTICAL

1

to run low on water, but
has not yet ordered
rationing.
OFFICIALS of the East
Bay Municipal Utility
District here, serving more
than a million persons east
of San Francisco, said
more than 8,000 calls
swamped their switchboard
Wednesday, when daily
limits of 280 gallons per
household were announced.
Marin County announced
its rationing measures last
week.
The problem stems from
a two-year drought along
much of the West Coast
that has seen major
reservoirs shrink to ponds
surrounded by mudflats.
Winter snowfall, a major
contributor to the area's
water reserves, has also
been lacking, to the extent
that some ski areas in the
Sierra Mountains have
been forced to close.
Others predict financial
disaster.

Flynt stays in jail
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OAKLAND, Calif. (AP)"I took a shower with my
wife this morning," says
one Oakland resident
adapting to a life with less
water. "I figure it's more
fun to shower together and
still be able to use the
dishwasher than to take
separate showers and have
to wash dishes by hand."
The worsening shortage
of water along the droughtstricken West Coast has
forced many residents,
especially in the San
Francisco Bay area, to
reorder their lives. If they
don't conserve water,
public
officials
have
warned, they won't have
any at all.
Officials here and south
across the bay in Marin
County
have ordered
stringent water rationing
measures
and
have
threatened to cut off all
water service to water
wasters. The city of San
Francisco is also beginning

FOSTORIA METRO AIRPORT
1 1/2 MILE NORTHEAST OF
FOSTORIA ON BUCKLEY RD.
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FEATURES:

2 Bedroom
Gas Heat & Alrcondltlonlng
Laundry Area In Each Bldg.
Residents pay only electric and cablevision
Furnished & Unfurnished
Sliding Door to own Balcony or Polio
Extra Large Closets
Picnic tables and rec. areas

SPECIAL FEATURES:
FOR ALL OF OUR RESIDENTS
USE OF BG'S ONLY YEAR ROUND
INDOOR SWIMMING POOL
WITH LARGE GAME & PARTY ROOM
HUGE FIREPLACE. PING PONG & POOL
TABLE&
KITCHEN FACILITIES AND BAR AREA
MODEL OPEN - COME AND SEE
OTHER RENTALS:
Houses. Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
Furnished and Unfurnished
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATION
Eighth Street
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1

PIEDMONT A PTS.

1 Office
Napoleon
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Step up to
a second career
this summer.
Army KOTC offers college sop ho mure*, (he opportunity lo earn an officer s
commission in two yetfl

It starts with six weeks of training ut For! Knox. Ky . this summer With
pay (over $500)
You'll learn what it takes to be a soldier
to ha\e your body toughened,
your confidence developed
Do well and you can qualify for Army KO'IV courses in the fall Do except
ionally well, and you may be heading back to college with a full-tuition scholar
ship
Then, for the next two years, while you re earning your chosen degree, you'll
also prepare for a responsible leadership position as an officer in the active
Army or Reserves
Apply by April 1

ARMY ROTC
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.
To arrange an interview appointment, contact

John O'Neil
157 Memorial Hall
372-2477
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City awaits storm statistics before filing winter damage statement
By Sherry Klrkendall
Staff Reporter
The city of Bowling
Green is in the process of
completing itemization of

financial losses incurrred
during the snow storm the
weekend of Jan. 28-Jan. 31.
Colleen Smith, assistant
municipal administrator,
said figures have been

compiled for municipal
government expenses over
the long weekend, adding
that she has not yet filed
the report with the state's
disaster agency because

she is awaiting requested
statistics on the storm's
effect on city commercial
and industrial businesses.
"We have sent letters to
every business establishment and every industrial
development in town,"
Smith said, "and we expect
to hear from them any
day."

WTROOUCTORY LECTURE

KIRPAL SCIENCE OF THE SOUL
TEACHINGS OF THE MASTERS OF SURAT SHABD YOGA
(Y090 of C«l*Mtiol
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and Sound

Current)

The i#ochinqt or* *»• vomi 01 *to*» <j<v«m out by oil ■«» "otifn tor Truth nwv -ho»>o»«
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MEDITATION AND TRUE LIVING
"God It lov., lov. It God.

Introductory meeting will

Th. Way Bock 10 God ll Through love

be held

Friday - FdnHfj 11, 1977 at 7:30 P.M.

at 1110 Jefferson Jive., Toledo, Ohio
For more into coll :

Bill Carlson
402'1 Union St
313-241 4679

Reg. meetings held 2nd & 4th Friday
ol every month o' 'he WALDORF
310 Summit St Toledo

TIRED OF WALKING IN THE SNOW?
Call us for pick up showing of
Forest Apt. - Stay warm!

HOTEL

STATISTICS must be
submitted to the Disaster
Services Agency by Feb. 15
and Smith said if she has
not
heard
from
the
business and industrial
establishments by that
time, she will assume they
suffered no losses.
She said the storm forced
a temporary layoff of 36
city employes for at least
one day and cost the city
more
than
$5,100 in

BEAT THE BLUES,
GET THE GREENS!

FOREST APT

^S
DDDD

overtime wages during the
Friday-Monday period.
The city also incurred
$1,385 in equipment rental
costs during that period.
Smith said the city temporarily contracted with
Palmer Excavating and
Fellhauer Construction Co.
to remove the huge drifts.
The cost of fuel, parts
and repairs to equipment,
above those normally incurred, exceeded $1,800 for
the weekend. Smith said
there was an additional
$132,000 worth of damages
to city buildings and
physical structures.
"MOST
OF
THAT
$132,000 is for damages in
the junior high school due
to the malfunction of the
heating system and a sump
pump," Smith said. "Now
I am pretty sure the cost
is not going to be that high
to repair the damage, but I
haven't officially heard
that from the school board
yet."

The
extremely
cold
January temperatures
accompanying th» snow
accounted for the L'irsting
of 11 city water mains and,
according to Smith, as of
Monday only nine had been
repaired.
The city's share of
county expenses incurred
while housing and feeding
stranded motorists is an
estimate at this time, but
Smith said she does not
expect the figure to exceed
$500.
"We don't have to pay
for housing," she said,

"and a lot of the food was
donated. But there was
still some stuff that had to
be purchased and we're
responsible for the feeding
costs of those housed inside
the city limits."
Smith said there were
350 stranded motorists
housed in the city Friday
and Saturday nights, but
added that the number
dropped to 175 Sunday
night, with none Monday.
She said the people were
accommodated in dorm
rooms and lounge areas in
MacDonald Quad, at the
Civil Defense Headquarters

Signs for blind reordered
Waist-high room number
signs to aid blind students
on campus installed fall
quarter were stolen shortly
after they were put up,
according to Janet I,.
Scottbey, assistant to the
vice provost of student
affairs.
Of about 160 signs in-

stalled in the Business
Administration Bldg. 33
were missing the next day.
The signs also were
installed on the first floor
of the Education Bldg. and
11 of those also were
reported missing.
The signs have special
lettering to aid the two

CULTURAL BOOST

BRIGHAItiS GREENHOUSE
8-6 daily

RES MANAGER 352-2276
PENDLETON REALTY 353-3641

12-5

(026 N.

Main

(by Krogers)

Sunday

in the court house and at
the National Armory.
The city listed no expenditures for costs incurred for search or rescue
operations, and Smith said
they had received no
reports of injury or death
to livestock or cattle.
There was only one report
of damage to a private
home as a result of the
storm.
She said the city had
asked citizens through the
Sentinel-Tribune and on
WKIQ-FM to report any
damage estimates to the
city office.

VALENTINE'S DAY

totally blind students and
about 10 students who are
partially blind.
Scottbey said the signs
have been reordered and
will be replaced shortly.
"We
feel
students
removed them not aware
of the purpose they were to
serve for blind students,"
she said.
The room signs also will
be
placed
in
other
buildings, she added.

CAMP COUNSELORS

«*>. CONCERT

CM» WtHRSIf FOM OMLS
CAM-" COMOSKC FOR SOVS
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€05* with Tim McCloskey
& Richard Velinsky
Monday, Feb. 14th at 9:30 p.m.
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It's LADIES DAY all day!

1

-6.
Anil you've pot
this wild,
wonderful craving
for a Big Mac...
it's a
Big Mac Attack.
Nothing
to worry about.

2.
The mouth waters.

Get yourself to
McDonald'sf
>7
order a Big Mac,
and relax.
Itsclglicious.
5.
The Golden Arches^;
•V—

Come over and check out
our newly refelted tables.
"WE HAVE THE fASTEST

loom large on ,^i^v-':U^.^

PINBALL MACHINES IN TOWN.

The tummy makes
glad expectant
sounds as if to say,
"howdy!"

a

OPEN

9

■4.
And the feet start
walking before
they're told
where to go.

-I.
The eyes light up.

SPECIAL FOR THE LADIES
They'll play free with an escort.
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Mon.-Fri. 2 p.m.-12 a.m.
*

Saturday 1 p.m.-l a.m.

(ipa- Howdy
■ McDonalc
id's

Sunday Closed
WATCH FOR OUR TOURNAMENT SPECIAL'

Happy Valentine's Pay

We do it all for you
1470 E. WOOS'lER ST.
1050 S. MAIN
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

South Side Six
737 S. Main
352-8639

Open

Cold Beer - Wine - Champagne

9 am - 12 pm Friday & Sat.
9 am - 11 pm Weekdays & Sun
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HAPPY VALENTINES m
Cisco,

Jear Ken,
••
loppy V. D. Day&:
"Happy 3 yr.anniv/'
::.l L.U.V.M.
"•Love, Marsh,

Bald is beautiful
Jesus The best musicians
. are part-time
". dinosaurs.
::.Love,

The little one
tfft the kt| HEARTj
h.Jkma tor JJ.Y.
":::.lovaya, C

Dear Gregg,
'.::
[Frogs and Panda bears;;;
Helen and Fred
•;
forever.,

fCHERI. I can't think of any j
other way to tell you how
I feel today, I can only tell;
you what I hop*
••vou know--l love You SolJ
"•• Happy Valentine's

pour bKMoy. •'■ nurnbor 31
| Toniohf -," OO •> Olai* lor
M Uol b>
Than on Moootoy you oon bo> ihoi
of ya,

Ihn VotonHno'i

Ooy w* bo my

":• I Love You!

R.D.O. II ood T.J.B.:
Happy Val*ntin*'s Day
brothers.

Thanks for

fSr

SKI SLOPE

9 M$fW - h$f$ $ f^PPf mm*

lm,6*yls

sw**th*arts.

-

::.

He does Not Believe :;';
That Does Not Live ff
According To
J»

1 And Gmtt Vtitnfms ftt.

always b*ing such
':..

Michael. Thank you
for all the happy
moments you've
":: given me.
'". I love you'
'"..Teresa

Roger

Lo«o. awiej

B

AEO Brothers
|How do we love thee
:: Let us count the ways.

The Moon is High
The Day is Done

.'.

Jon Scott's a little Man
in More Ways

!:,
Three
'••• Muskateer

Than On* I

"■'•:.. His Belief Jp

j

be my Valentine <S
put your lovin arms
around me.
Bunches of Luv.
:.
Princess
"••.•..Charming.

CC

COOKIE

You're my "thrill"

Want my nose?
Love,

of victory I

whon I t„i' m,l you I h„#w

yow ww, ** o"«

Ev», mi* ttw,

J. rt'l boon lot, oi tun'

Love.

•.. lovo m,

your Head E.M.i

^;

lette ,ir

I hop, you

I racily do* Ju*l oi

much ot I lovo you'
• ••

Pudgio

W"

J^\:r:::::::5:H|
Full You were stuck in
one pile of snow and I in
another. Why don't we let
the wind blow us together?
Happy Valentines Day.
Love Bruce

i Steven,
The most wonderful
Valentine a girl could
have.
You're
•;: Greatest.
".
Love, Jan

DEB, Our eyes have met.
Our hearts have been
touched
Soon, we'll take <
, separate roads
!:.
Love, Tim

Nancy.
Being with you Is the best
part ol my day! Love you
always!
Grtg

roses are red, violets are
blue, your lil' sisses wish a
happy valentines day
you.

§ Sally, We been together tor
% more ttian 1 yr. and
•::. I love you still

S French Fry - You're:::
1
AU I Need!
I Love You.

';,

To Dwighi Newsom
Valentines
Day
Is:
Thinking about your love &
kisses when I first wake
;. up. Heres to more love InJ
•:.""
Take care
'".
your love.
*;:. Dayle Pope

Love. Dave

8

Tike my tout.
Take what you need

Love Chuck

Dan
could never let you go
no matter what goes on
" I love you more than ever
•;:.Now that the Past Is gone
all my love,.

1

with love
{J,, Bear, Bob & JT

enney After 3 years. I hope we
can have many
more
together.

Roses are red
Violets are blue
I know this sounds,
:. korny But I
"'"...
YOV
"::..Bob

$

Laura
Happy Valentine's Day

with love. Fred

Love Mitch

' DENNY, BOSH AND BOB,
Let's get something up
for Valentine's Day.
Love, Goodie Goodie,
|;_
Bee Sting,
".'.. & Whoops

#Happ^t
Happj
B Valentine's Day
T:. to the delight
of my
afternoon!.
rternoon!/**'

To Ann, Carolyn, Cheryl,
:
Mary Kae Sue, & Thelmaj

:. 206 Brittany,

'••

Happy Valentines

Happy Valentines Day to
the Alpha Sigma Phi LII'SIs
who hold our hearts

/""N:

jJHoppy Valentine's Day'|;
QTo My Lady. Suzanne-^I'll Love You
Always I

Day
To my Four Fine Floosies
You've done a great lob
this year

We love ya
"Roscoe," "Little Deb."
"Tiny,"
"Gene."
; "Dleti."

Love Winter 77
pledge brothers

I
"I,

/TV™
n

Bob,...Whole Bunches?
You bet I dol
Happy .
Valentines Day.

/ have a confession
I to make! I love you^
'■'••Happy Valentine^

J: Tike my heart,

To my fruitloop,

:.. fit* Beenereli

Who Loves ya babe?-.
I do.

Michele, I love you
super bunches
honey!
Love always,
"•:> Tommy

Tekes,

§Barb, I love you!
i
Happy VD
:
:.Love, Richard,

Deb, Happy valentines
Day;
Let's
Make
It
Number Three.

From Spring In Conklin
to the church In December.
Here's to many years to
. remember.

MMB, Looking lorward
to 7 jo-77 When I can call
you MMM
Happy Valentines Day

Marilyn

y. Our Love Is Better

Love, MEM

All my love, Marrl

\pay!

All My Love
Dave the Pimp

"-'... I. in ill.

g
S

RUtBekMay this never end!

"Till Death
Do We Part."

.

naff*/ VMMnMf 09f jg

Love, SHUfd'

Suzanne,

Ladles of Founders,
Thanks for making
the nightguard job
■;.

"... Love, Steve

You know he does.
. Very, very much.

enjoyable.

'"••;, Day Luv

"•::. Miranda,

"•'•:.. Mike

'"■"..Mike

Roof, and •

MM-

four last Valentine's::
".. Day apart!
B
•:. Love, Nubret^
.

Pooh-I love you
whole bunches!
::. Love,
■:Pooh de Poohj

[Happy Valentine's Day!
We Love
,e You

S

Jnty,
ffHappy

VIIMHM'I
VIIMHM s

1

IkweiWty*.
rtom year lew.

:

:.Poothie and Elfus^^

fewG

fey JtM M.i:

f
§
.:.

(ty five and a half
months to go!

Where do you want
to go on our
honeymoon?
'••..Happy Valentine

KM?

S

Moose, When you're near
us, you make us feel like a
Dominoe's double cheese,
double crust pin* wit
everything on it; all mlxe
;,up. Happy VD.
'•' From:
• •• Fibber McGee_,
'"..and Molli
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University art professor 'digs'
pottery excavations in Corinth

lrOi:;i! Briefo
Christian program
The Christian Fellowship will present "A Night in
the Kingdom" a music, dance and drama program at
8 p.m. Saturday in the Recital Hall, College of Musical
Arts.
The program is free and open to the public.

Charities Week
Charities Week, the annual University program to
collect donations for many charities, will take place
next week, with dormitories and various organizations
raising money by sponsoring a variety of events. Last
year, students collected $2,200 during the week.

Concert refunds
Refunds are available now through March 10 In the
Union Ticket Office for the canceled Jeff Beck concert. _ Reserved seat ticket holders may hold their
tickets and exchange them for the rescheduled Jeff
Beck show in May. The date of the concert will be
announced next week.

By Jamie Pierman
Teaching art history is
one thing, but making it is
another. That is exactly
what
John
Lavezzi,
assistant professor of art
history, is doing.
Every summer since
1972, Lavezzi has traveled
to Corinth, Greece to work
with an archeological team
making excavations in the
8,000-year-old city SO miles
southwest of Athens.
He is studying pottery
from the neolithic and
early bronze ages (60002000 B.C.) found at the site
to trace its development in
Corinth.

SO DON'T YOU TARRY

FOR WE'RE HAVING A PARTY
THAT'LL LAST AND LAST I

*¥**¥*¥**¥***¥¥**¥**¥*
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*
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*
*

*
*

,
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A Special From Us To You
"Carry Out Only"

f~Pl
* I I Hi

RESTAURANT
1450 E. Wooster St.

Although the ritual vases
are not as prominently
important as classical
Greek sculpture, Lavezzi

said they definitely are
artistic material.
None of the finds at
Corinth can be removed
from Greece without a
government permit, which
isn't easily obtained.
Lavezzi said the pottery
legally is the property of
Greece, but permission
may be granted for the
United States to borrow
some of the vases.
Even if permission is
granted by Greece to loan
the ritual vases to this
country, Lavezzi said "I'm
not sure everyone would
want one, they're not
terribly beautiful."

Toussaint, chairman of the board of
managers of WSA said "Citizen of the
World" week will be Feb. 21-25. Panel
discussions, films and social programs
dealing with world problems will be
presented in an attempt to instill a
cultural awareness in students, he said.
Indian students will sponsor a dinner
featuring foods from their native
country Saturday and Chinese students
will have a dinner Feb.27, he said.
WSA hopes to draw students' attention

to international events on campus,
Toussaint said.
"Americans are not as interested in
international activites as we would like
them to be," he said.
Only a small groups of Americans are
involved in WSA, he said, adding that
there are about 200 members.
I think we are reasonably well-known
on campus," he said, explaining that
the WSA Is involved in several
University activities.
Toussaint, whose home is in the
Netherlands, said the WSA was
organized at the University about 11
years ago and has been fairly successful
In most of its activities.
"We would like the response to be
more than it is," he said.

N«wipholo by Mndy Milligon

As temperatures soared above freezing, a
University student shed the heavy garb of the newfound ice age. With his coat slung over his
shoulder, he set off toward the sunset, just like the
man in the Camel ads.

Indianapolis gunman wary of immunity offer

,_
* $3.49

onl

Extra garnished sandwiches will be 10' each

*
*
*

FALCON "CRAM '
SPECIAL

Six Pack To Go
6 Hamburgers
1 lb. French Fries

Pottery prices have varied
from several hundred
dollars for a common vase

With hopes of creating an international awareness at the University,
the World Student Association (WSA) is
sponsoring two international dinners and
"Citizen of the World" week in
February, Gerard J. Toussaint said.

AND GET THERE LAST

0

According to Lavezzi, the
value of these vases is
difficult
to
estimate
because there is no market
for them now. Lavezzi
said the value of pottery
"depends on collectors
interests and what's hot."

to tens of thousands for a
masterpiece.
"It is difficult to uncover
what the vases were used
for since we have nothing
to guide us but the objects
themselves," Lavezzi said.
"I'm inclined to think
they were some kind of
cult objects, used for
hunting magic or a hunting
ritual. Every household
might have had one, at
least, every household that
wanted to stay on the right
side of the gods," he said.

'Citizen of the World' week
features international food

THE NIGHT IS COMING, IT'S ALMOST HERE
THE DRESSES ARE OUT,
FORMAL'S DRAWING NEAR.

*

During his excavations,
Lavezzi has discovered
what could be classified as
a major find.
He has
found the fragments of
more than 100 of what
archeologists have called a
ritual vase.

*
*
*

H********************

INDIANAPOLIS (AP)-A
gunman suspicious of an
offer of immunity waited
yesterday for his attorneys
to confirm he would be a
free man if he released the
hostage he has held for
three days in an apartment
booby-trapped
with
dynamite.
The two-paragraph
document
promised
Anthony
G.
"Tony"

ABORTION
$150.00
IOII FREE 9 o m 10 p.m

1-800-438-5534

Kiritsis, «, that he would
not be prosecuted for any
crimes if he released his
prisoner. The immunity
statement, prepared by the
county prosecutor's office,
was delivered to Kiritsis'
attorneys late yesterday
morning after it was read
to him.
George Martz, a deputy
county prosecutor, said
authorities disliked offering
immunity but "we are
between a rock and a hard
place."
RICHARD O. HALL, a
42-year-old father of four,
was abducted at gunpoint
Tuesday
morning
by
Kiritsis because, Kiritsis
said, he believed he had
been swindled in a loan
deal.
Hall is a director of the
Meridian Mortgage Co.,

We La Union de Eatudiantes Latino* wish to express our moral support, for
the defense of Paul X Moody.
We see that in his case both his constitutional rights and due process of law
were denied him.
Our eyes have been opened to the injustice that this community has built in
its prosecution against Paul. We as a minority organization feel that this Injustice
could be brought against one of our members.
We therefore support the cause of Paul X Moody.

which loaned Kiritsis
$130,000 three years ago to
purchase 17 acres of land
for commercial development, and Kiritsis accused
the loan company of interfering
with
the
development to make him
default on the loan.
The hostage, believed
chained in the hall of the
one-bedroom apartment,
told authorities on the
telephone Wednesday he
had food and water and
was "being treated all
right."
PROSECUTOR James A.
Kelley, in California for a
juvenile crime conference,
discounted concern that
granting immunity would
set a precedent that would
encourage similar incidents.
"It has been done in

other jurisdictions and we past two days,' " Rimstidt
have studied it and I don't said. That was changed
believe it would set any Thursday to extend the
immunity to three days.
precedents," Kelley said.
"It has no loopholes, it
Marts said the decision
unquestionably will be .prevents him from being
and
fingersecond-guessed, but added mugged
that if Kiritsis accepts printed." Rimstidt said. It
immunity, "we are saving also states that Kiritsis will
not have to undergo any
two people's lives."
psychiatric treatment, the
"NONE OF US likes deputy prosecutor added
Rimstidt said Kiritsis
immunity," said Deputy
Prosecutor David Rimstidt. told authorities Wednesday
"It is our job-our oath-to that if immunity were
put people in jail if they granted, "he would help us
commit a crime. But you dismantle the explosives.
learn to swallow the un- He told us how he was
going to do it." Kiritsis, a
palatable."
Rimstidt said Kiritsis' Korean war veteran, had
attorneys seemed satisfied demolitions training in the
with the document, ap- Army.
There
has
been
proved by his office
speculation that the amWednesday night.
"The statement read nesty offer was a ruse to
something like, 'This is a get Kiritsis and his hostage
blanket immunity for any out of the third-floor
crimes committed in the apartment.

/FX CURTIN MATHESON SCIENTIFIC, INC.
\C3f

A COULTER SUBSIDIARY COMPANY

To keep pace with ttie last growing scientific apparatus market, we re expanding our sales tore© in 1977 H you re a
graduating senior majoring in the physical sciences, consider starting your
career with an agressive company,
ottering an excellent guaranteed base
while in training, lucrative commissions,
and total benefit package
CMS distributes laboratory equipment
and supplies to industrial, educational,
governmental, and clinical accounts
nationwide Check the recruiting
schedule at your Campus Placement
Oftee. and plan to visit a CMS representative now1
Corporate Headquarters: Houston. Tenos
We Are An Equal Opportunity Employer M/ F
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NOW OPEN!!!
Mr. Bojangles

Nite Club
893 S. Main St.
Across from Frischs
COCKTAIL HR. WITH REDUCED PRICES

*
*
*
*

From
4:30-6:30
Completely Remodeled
LARGE DANCE FLOOR

See You At The

Send Your
Heart Flowers

ALPHA PHI FORMAL.

We have many floral arrangements,
terrariums, planters and much,
much more!

February 12th

Free Delivery in B.G.I

Ffowerhouse

At Webers Inn,

428 E. Wooster

Ann Arbor

353-1045

Michigan.

OPEN SUN. 12-5

Get Ready For A Fun Time!

*•••••••••••••••••*
**
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TU students support fee ceiling
By Marilyn Dflloa

Student Government
Association
(SGA)
president, there are no
plans to organise any
letter-writing campaigns or
other types of programs to
gain support of the bill.
"Not here," Bums said,
"because the students
wouldn't write the letters."
Burris said it seems to
him that many students do

Staff Reporter

Letter-writing campaigns
and a press conference
have been organized at the
University of Toledo (TU)
to rally support of House
Bill 5 that would place a
ceiling on state college and
university fees.
According to Bill Burns.
ACROSS

1 Catch, with a
rope
6 Du.d
9 Dwell (on)
13 Seiueless
14
de veau
15 Take
out of
one's book
IT Anticipate
19 Tree
20 Unerring
21 In a perpleung
situation:
Phrase
23 Go
a tree
25 More senseless
26 Sequoia's
specialty
28 Go over copy
again
31 Common
suffixes
32 Steam baths
34
spades
37 Colorado ski
resort
38 Bio. or anot
39 Covered with
frost
43 Tree
45 Clergyman
46 Mariner's direction
49 Henry Beecher.
for one
51 Untried
52 More
55 Branch of chemistry: Abbr.
57 Relative of a
pedigree
60 Periods

not pay for their education
here because they have not
rallied against past fee
hikes. Apparently such
matters "don't affect
them" he said.
"IF I THOUGHT there
would be a big response
from the students, I would
have
organized
something." Burris said.
Evan K. Kolacki, ad-

ministrative assistant for
TU's student government
association, said he attended Tuesday's hearing
on H.B. S at the state
house in Columbus. Most
representatives were "very
responsive" to establishing
a fee ceiling, he said.
According to Carolyn
Vest, a state legislative
information official.

63 Kind of seasoning
64 Snoopy *s flying
friend
66
pine
67 Note of sorts
68
ball
69 Brinker
70 Drop: Pharm
abbr.
71 Bring to bear

DOWN
1 Departed
2 Cupid
3 Emulate dapper
Dan
4 Youngstown product
5 Grandchildren:
Scot
6 Grape: Ger.
7 Grow limp
8 European capital

9
10
11
12
16

Enemy of Esther
Old war cry
Fret
Famed golfer
March-.'
predecessors:
Abbr.
18 Volumes
22 Word on a bill
board
24 Middle
Easterner
Tall -- poplar
27 Neon, for on?
29 Country place.
Russian style
30 Hera: Fr.
33 Iowa's neighbor
Abbr.
35 City in Bolivia
36 Shade of green

38 Script of a sort:
Abbr.
40 Swamp shrub

50
53
54
«J H?*™.—"■
56
"Mountain44 Optimistic
58
45 Describing pines 59
46 Relatives of
lounges
61
47 Type of office
62
48 City on the
65

Chemung River
Rope anchorage
Iron: Ger.
LotaiColloq.
Reaaaeas
Part of a branch
Secretary of
State. 1905-09
See 19 Across
Card game
Pronoun

another hearing on the bill
will be held at 7:30 p.m.
nezt Tuesday at the state
house. Anyone who wants
to express opinions should
attend, she said.
Kolacki said he took
about 1,000 letters to State
Representative Casey C.
Jones Tuesday.
Bozes
have been placed around
the Toledo campus so
students can deposit letters
to legislators concerning
the bill.
The letters
eventually will be taken to
Columbus, he added.
TU's student government
president. John Murphy,
held a press conference
earlier this week asking
the community to support
the bill in letters to their
state representatives.
Kolacki said some Ohio
State University (OSU)
students were coordinating
a march on the state house
to be held the day of the
finance
hearings
in
Columbus. He said he now
doubts the march, which
was to include students
from schools around Ohio,
will take place, citing bad
weather as one reason.
According to Vest, these
budget hearings should
begin Feb. 17.
The
chancellor of the Ohio
Board of Regents is
scheduled to give an
overview of the amount of
money state colleges and
universities will need next
year, Vest said.

Nawipholo by Oon Somali

Ribit'

Lest this sculpture go unnoticed like other snow blobs have In
the past or (horrors!) be kicked in by some sadistic passerby,
Its creator decided to give It a short, but sweet title "Frog."
Duly classified, It Is believed to have hopped nway during the
night All that remains of Frog Is a happy memory.

•a o good aport rood
rha BG Nowt each morning
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

S7l

oi/e...

wish

7<wvei

HOCKEY THIS WEEKEND!

all their
men

^Aea/nfajeutajbe^/erAatt
ea&fi<AeaLK the DAtiuaH?oeatdu.

Faicons vs. Northern Michigan

o/a ^rGeqsjajee aiatKOtui...

Tonite and Saturday Nite 7:30

HAPPY
VALENTINE'S DAY

JU4K0OL aft the a>t/t u0u jhcvie.
#

- «

M

\?j»

M
Bigrigg
Bun
Ogart
Sweet Pea
Jimmy P.
Italian Stallion
ToneT.
Lainer
R. Kopf
Pikester
Stooh
Bobby Winters
Frederick
Zone

Gator
Mountain Man
Little Pumpkin
Tom B.
John
Rob
Howie bear

Tickets on sale until 5 p.m. today at
the Memorial Hall Ticket Office and both nights at the gate.

Advance Saie Gen. Admission....$1.00
Gate Sale Gen. Admission....$2.00
Bench Reserved Seat....$3.00

KLEVERS

Andy Ape
Speedy Gonzales
Truck
Tommy P.
Razor Rim
Smokey
Top Wop Valentino
Little O
Kindford
Doris
Gibby
King Arthur
Ernie
Big Red
Scotch

Larry Lovedoll
Banuche
Brad
Pearly

Mikey

Angel
Garola

Lumpy

Pooler

125 N. Main rn
Bowling Green ▼

VALENTINE'S
DAY DINNER
at the

GET RID OF YOUR
WINTER BLUES!
WARM UP WITH YOUR
VALENTINE M
AT
ALPHA CHI 0MESA

FORMAL
SEE YOU IN
ANN ARBOR.

01
STABLE RESTAURANT
"A SPECIAL TREAT FOR A SPECIAL DAY."
* SIRLOIN STEAK FOR TWO
■»V STABLE SALAD BAR featuring our delicious cheddar cheese wheel and
all the trimmings, potato and hot tavern loaf

• MANY EXTRAS, including a special treat COURTESY of
MYLES FLOWERS and the! ^O&U&QU\ S>ww

All this for only $9.95 per couple.
Monday. Feb. 14th 5-9 P.M. Call 352-5211 for reservations.

Of Bowling Green

*r

••a

M
M
M

Ml
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by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

The
challenge.

VTH'Y
1

{»&<**. jrJUS, **<*»%

Here's tha challenge. You'll need • watch In numerical order. When you've reached
end a pencil. Start with numbar 1 in the can- number 60, check your watch. If It took you
tar of the ribbon. Then, as quickly as you leas than three minutes, you've met the
can, cross out every number, one at a time challenge

'56

2

47

9

37

57

16

19 46

35

33 24

7

51

21

42

4

[32 54 43

12

60

52

31

41

39

23

15

1

45

50

25

13

22

28

34

53 48

26

49

27

14

59

10

#58 30

#T36

6

11
44

40

38*

Bowling Green Christian Fellowship Concert
"A Night in
The Kingdom" (Music, Song. Drama & Dance) Free and
Open to all Recital Hall, Music Bldg. at 8 p.m.
Saturday. February 12, 1977
Bowling Green Seventh day Adventist Church, Bowling
Green, Ohio, Service Saturday 9 30 am Church at Study
10 X ,i m Pastor Keith R Mundt

20
29

31

18

5

17

P.'Ki.a Haiyhu ill

Nawnk NJ

2 bdrm Furn apts
Summer and Fall
357 1800 or 352 4671

Fm n Falcon Scuba Club meeting in Natatonum at 8 00 p m

Rm tor 2 M all M house I
blk from campus avail now
Ph 353 3855

the serenade KD clowns
loved it' The Sisters

LOST
Pr
of
oscar
Dciarente prescription
glasses It found call 35? 1653
or 352 6420 REWARD

H I [>[ S

Ride available to Fremont.
Sandusky, Huron, Loraln
daily depart 3:00 p.m. 353
0465
SERVICES OFFERED

HIS

lo* Angalea Calit PakMl. Uao'gta

hlltltt Ik,If

CAMPUS MANOR
now
renting tor summer and tall
school yr from $255 quarter
Special summer rates Model
open 12 4 daily 352 9302

Alpha Phi Omega, The National Service Fraternity will meet
in Room 129 Lite Science Bldg., at 7 30 p m Meeting open to
all

LOST & FOUND

PABST Since 1844.The quality has always come through.

EFFICIENCES.
LAUNDRY
FACILITIES.
NOW
LEASING FOR SUMMER 8.
FALL 151 THURSTON AVE
352 5435

A Duplicate Bridge match will be held Sunday, Jan 13 in the
Ohio Suite ot the Union. Play will start promptly at I 30 and
is open to all experienced bridge players either with or
without a partner

Sunday, February 13, 1977

8

finfAMOvKKf..

TWO BEOROOM,
FOUR
PERSON. FURNISHED, AIR
CONDIIIONED.
TENANT
PAYS ONLY FOR ELEC
TRIC *65 00 MONTH PER
STUDENT
LOCATED AT
824 SIXTH STREET EX
CELLENT CONDITION
WASHER & DRYER IN
BUILDING
CALL
NEWLOVE REALTY 352
5163

Peoples Chess Federation, Commuter Center 10 a m to
p m Open to anyone interested in Chess. Drop in anytime.

We hope you have some fun with the challenge.
There's another challenge we'd like to offer you, too.
The Pabst challenge:
We welcome the chance to prove the quality of
our beer. We challenge you to taste and compare
Pabst Blue Ribbon to any other premium beer. You'll
like Pabst better. Blue Ribbon quality means the best
tasting beer you can get. Since 1844 it always has.

Wit

Friday, February II, 1977

Geology Brown Bag Or James Sever will speak on "Gems
& Gem Stones" at noon in Room 070 Overman.

When there's a challenge,
quality makes the difference.

I1 ,1976 PAI1S1 [IHFWINQ COMPANY M.tw

■ffu*£i***tia«d/*a fatten. aV Mat! '

Classifieds
CAMPUS CALENDAR

55.1

Todby r

mxtf J<~I*UKOL 0 V6ti^ 40V*L

ART STUDENTS, pottery
students, craltsmen!! Need a
small business space to sell
your art work? HERE IS
YOUR CHANCE! A recently
acquired
house between
campus and the downtown
area will be remodeled for
this purpose To reserve your
space, act now. Call 352 7400
THE WOOSTER BAZARR.

Applications are now being
accepted tor the Editorial
and Business Staff of The
BG
News.
Application
deadline is 5 p.m. Feb. 11.
Those applying tor salesmen
positions should first check
with Student Employment,
460 Student Services Bldg
WANTED
I or 2 F rmmts. needed
immed or spr. qtr. Univ.
Vill Call 352 8245
Need I M. Subl rm. spr 1030
E Wooster Jim 352 1282 $225
qtr

EMPA
Emotional
and
Material Pregnancy Aid We
care 352 6236 M & F 13pm
Tu., W., Th. 6:30 9:30 p m.
Chi O's Hope you enjoyed
the ice cream and got some
hints from the hair care
speaker. Let's get together
again soon! The AX-*
Russell Stover candles at
Lasalles can be put on your
student charge. We have a
large valentine selection.
ATO's get ready lor dog day.
because 20 20 time is near!
Don't let the dog bite you!

Tory's Total Hair Care men
s. women 35? 2107 Plaia,
352 7226 Mini Mall 6 days
Girls buy that devil, a "you
devil you" bath kilt for
Valentines day at Lasalles
Editor applications for 1978
Key are now available at 310
Student Services deadline
Feb 18.
Pcndleton Realty Apts for
Fall 353 3641. It does make a
difference with whom you
lease Ask your Iriends!
Keen, what's 30 lbs
you're the TGL?

when

Bonnie. A message saying. I
love you and a Happy
Valentines day Gary
Fred. T Minus 31 Days and
counting. Happy Valentines
Day I miss you, cant wait
Love, ilona
Dear Pam
Good Luck lor
Winter '77, Keep me com
pany tor spring, and I love
you Chuck
Ronda Valentine's Day is
nothing to clap about
Y I T B.,
Slilo.
OFISCO,
AND Sweel Pea
Barb
Hope you have a
Happy
Valentines'
Day
Sorry I can't be with you
much today, but think of you
always Love Bill.

Bli:r.ard Ski's 8. Caber pro.
Boots rosemount bindings
new $200 or best olfer. Ph.
372 6566

To my Alpha XI birdwoman
Chnsta from your little Phi
Delt birdie, Steve

Need I M rmmts. spr. qtr.
$50 mo, indoor pool, 352 9104
F to subl apt spr qtr.
Univ. Vill. Mary Jo 352 4226.
PERSONALS
Monday February 14th only
20 per cent olf all red fabric
in Lasalles fabric dept.
T P a. Stinky: Our dates
really rate, so don't be late,
Friday night is gonna be
great. Love, your Little
Hooters, Debi 8, Kay.
Tom Doriety sniffs shoehorns
in Big N. Thai's soooo nice!
Get "psyched" for Friday
night Love, Kay
Buy her a rose she
forever
at
Stationery Dept It
smells real for only

can keep
Lasalles
looks and
3.99.

You didn't make us frown at

•75 Toyota CELICA GT, Lo
Mileage '5 speed white top
AM FM stereo $3595 or best
offer 1 887 1498 alter A.
FOR RENT
Sub let spr. and or summer
Ell $100 mo util pd 352
6152.
But! Apts renting Fall and
Summer 1 bik. tr. campus
Rent starting at $225 mo.
Call Stoner 352 2915.
t F rmmt. needed. 309 E.
Merry Sprg. qtr 352 3265
F rmmte. for spr. qtr. $78
mo. Close to campus. Call
352 6787
FOR RENT
NOTICE TO STUDENTS
Please note in the most
recent issue of the University
Housing guide PREFERRED
PROPERTIES CO. phone
number
was
typed
incorrectly The number to call
is 352 9378
THURSTON
MANOR
APARTMENTS AC, FULLY
CARPETED. CABLE TV.

Mabes. ,1 ill tie late but
belter
lale than never.
Congrats lo you and Mick on
your engagement
Happy
Valentine's Day. Marci and
Bob
Bate
The winter certainly
has been blue
And
it
would've been worse Without
1
you
But now I'm sure
things will be line ll you'll
iusl be mv VALENTINE
Get ready tor a "red Hot"
Weekend. Love, /our SASSY
VALENriNC
Valentine Shorts 8, Tie's.
Pr,nt your own tn seconds
THE DEN

Delts, Your the sweetest
Brother1, anyone could ask
tor HAPPY VALENTINE S
DAY Love The Lil Sisses

Needed I F rmmte spr qtr
for apt Call 352 5607

FREE DOG Good with kids.
May have to go to pound if
no one wants him. If desired
call 2 1605

Tin Alph.i curs wish all
their
men
a
HAPPY
VALENTINE s DAY

To the brothers of Phi Kappa
Tau Happy Valentines Day!
Love, The Little Taus.

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
TO THE SIG EPS. HAVE
FUN THE Brim's.

FOR SALE

Pam. Happy Valentine'! Day
to you and your sweetie
(Yes. You Mark) Conqrats
and Love In you both Your
little and roomie

CUPID AND WFAL
WISH YOU HAPPY
VALENTINES DAY
WITH FLOWERS! LISTEN.

Concord 10 speed bike excel
cond alt 5. 35? 5693.

I or ? M or F rmmts. needed
spr qtr A frames on 8th St.
35? 3730

Kapp.i s,qs are looking ll
forward to brightening up
the slopes wilh the Phi Mu's
All Ihe maneuvering won't
be done on the slopes Love
the Brotheis

To Cuddly
A
Happy
Valentine's
Day
to
a
beautiful
girl,
who
I'll
always
remember
Love
Brian

Needed I F. rmmte for spr.
qtr Furn Apt. cheap. Call
6183

I F rmmte needed Immed
$65 mo 35? 7800

Kappa
Sigs
wish
to
rongr«ilul,ile
this
year's
beautiful editions to the
Slardusief, Hope you like us
81 much as we like you
Love The Brothers

E

Sharon,
on
this
Saint
Valentines' Day. I extend my
hand to you to touch and
hold, so that we may walk
toqether in love Mark

Visit Lasalles lor Valentine
gilts that are sure to please
Shop our energy crisis hours
II 005 00 Friday 11.008.00.

Place to live spr. sum. qtrs
Call 352 5446 or 357 9206 Mike
R

Campus Manor has openings
• or I l 2 gals to till 4 gal
apts lor w & s qtr 352 9302
or 352 7365 eve

,-%SETHEAH?^J^

Rm. to subl
March June or
spr qtr. Large House at 338
No Main 4 bdrm. 2 bath,
fireplace, dog run, plenty ot
parking cable TV $70 mo.
Stop by or call 353 8745 &
ask for Jim or Jack

I M. rmmte till
name at 352 4701.

HAVEN HOUSE now leasing
for Fall of 1977 No increase
in rate from Fail of 1976.
S3S0 mo
Call 352 9378
Model opened Sat aft I 4.

For tall near campus. 521 E
We love our Bigs Carol, Sue
and Amy Jo Thanks for
being there when we need
you. Love, Your Littles:
Cathy, Judy and Robin

DZ Flamer get fired up tor
Sawmill tomorrow nlte

HELP WANTED

Merry 4 Persons 2 bedroom
all utilities paid except
electric Free cable for TV
Building in excellent con
dition. No increase from 1976
prices Phone 352 6447 or 352
6489

Happy
Valentines
Day
Laurie! From your Phi Delt
love, Wally
GAYLE
VALENTINE'S
LOVE, KEVIN.

HAPPY
DAY

My Alpha xi Tracy
your
beauty is only surpassed by
my love to' ,ou. Love you
little Phi Delt Spo
Willis You're a trip, but you
need
a
haircut
Happy
Valentine's Day, babe Love.
Patti.
Cheryl
I must be craiy to
say this, but Happy Valen
tine's Day, Love David.
Dave, I love you. but I'd
love you even more if you
folded your pants with
creases in them. K2
To
Denise
as tfte world
turns
my love grows
deeper All my love. Zades.
Shawn, Our love In hope that
we learn to understand,"
learn to care, learn to
tolerate, learn to give. In
hope, that we'll help each
other
grow.
HAPPY
VALENTINE'S DAY! Love,
Karen.

To the Perfect Little Boy
Happy Valentine's Day The
All American Girl
The Alpha Phi's would like
to wish all their men a
Happy Valentine's Day!
Thanks and Happy Vaien
t-ne's Day lo some special
people: Chns B . David G..:
Mario and Cultural Boost,
"Famous" Brian, everyone
at WFAL and all ot Harmon
2. especially Chery . Laura,
Cindy and Robbin. Love,
Betsy
The Alpha Chi'8 would like
to wish all their men a
Happy Valentine's Day!
Happy Valentines Day to the
Faculty (that's you Ruth and
Pearl) Love, Cl and E.
MY PRINCE
Your kiss has
awakened me to a new life
ot love,
happiness, and
"night
moves "
Happy
Valentines Day for the third
lime around! Love
Your
Sleeping Beauty.
Hank. Kalaka
driving alone T Y.

It beats

Mike and Lou
Happy
Valentines Day
I'm yours
anytime Love, Farrah.
Marilyn
The Midnight
Rambler wishes you a Happy *
Valentines Day
Blame it on
The Stones! Lee.

AX Actives, Our hearts
couldn't beat without you.
Happy Valentine's Day. With
Love, the Pledges.

r ~dy,
Roses are red,
Violets are blue.
This isn't original.
But there's love in it lor you
Carl

HAPPY V.D
DEE DEE,
November 26 is only 200 and
? days away. Love ya AAVE (Me Too).

M: Roses are red, Violets
are blue. Happy five months
till Bastille day, Irom me to
you. Your Iriend. T.
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Titanic looks for goals, Falcons for 20-win season
By Bill Estep
Sports Editor

Sophomore left wing Paul Titanic hasn't. And he may
never.

There was a time when forwards John Markell and
Mike Hartman controlled the Falcon hockey squad's
destiny with goals upon goals. Like earlier this season.
No longer. Sure, Markell has maintained his rapid
scoring pace and leads the team and the Central
Collegiate Hockey Assn. iCCHA) in points. And of course.
Hartman remains on the sidelines nursing his academic
ineligibility.
But center Mark Wells has shaken an early season
scoring slump. So have linemates Steve Murphy. Byron
Shutt and Dave F.dston.

"I DIDN't recruit Paul as a goal-scorer," Falcon coach
Ron Mason said. "And I don't expect him to score
much."
Good thing. Titanic, who will flank linemates Jack
Laine and Wells this weekend when Northern Michigan
invades the Ice Arena for a two-game set, has scored a
mere four goals this season. Last year he hit on only 10
goals and 31 assists. But those statistics may be
misleading.
"1 can't say a player that's not scoring is in a slump,"
Mason said, "unless he's not checking and handling his

But gymnasts not at top strength

Home season ends today
By Dirk Rees
Associate Sports Editor
Bowling Green's women's
gymnastics team closes out
its home season at 5 p.m.
today when it faces IllinoisChicago Circle in the North
gym of the Womens' Bldg.
Coach Charles Simpson's
talented squad upped its
record to 6-2 last weekend
with a 124.35-108.05 win
over Miami University, anil
hopes to continue that
momentum the next two
weeks heading into the
state meet.
"This Chicago Circle
team is small, but strong,"
Simpson said yesterday.
"They've competed against
Kent State and Ohio State
and have done well against
them, so we'll have our
hands full.

"THE GIRLS know this
is a tough meet." he added. "They realize they
didn't score as well as they
could have last week.
"But our attitude has
improved and is good, and
if we get over our injuries
and illness, we'll be all
right."
Senior captain Theresa
Hoover is still bothered by
a bad back and her
practice time has been
limited recently by student
teaching obligations.
"I hope she can compete," Simpson said of
Hoover, one of BG's
mainstays on the beam and
in floor exercise
ANOTHER FALCON
standout, Karen Glenn, was
shaken by a fall in last
week's meet but should bo

back in top form tonight.
She'll likely compete in all
four events.
Freshman Cheryl Vasil,
who owns BG season bests
in vaulting, on the beam
and in floor exercise, will
be unable to compete
tonight due to a prior
engagement.
So with the Falcons not
at top strength. Iinda Lehman, another freshman
who has excelled so far.
carries a little extra
burden on her shoulders.
Competing in all four
events thus season. Ifhman
has the second-best BG
performance on the vault,
the top bar performance
and the best all-around
total for a single meet.

BG indoor frock squad
splifs forces once again
This weekend the Bowling Green indoor
track team will follow a .-.chedule much
like last weekend's. Hopefully, it will
improve on outings to numerous meets.
The big meet will be tomorrow's
Michigan State Relays. The Falcons ivill
send eight people, including the two-mile
relay team, which has hopes of qualifying
for the nationals.
Last Saturday, the foursome of Mark
Butler, Kevin Ryan. Gary Desjardins and
John Anich was just four and a half
seconds off the qualifying . tandard, even
with Butler falling at the start of the race.
■IT LOOKS like they have the ability to
do so (qualify for nationals)." Falcon
coach Mel Brodt said. "The other three
ran well."
Other action tomorrow will include one
and two-mile relay teams going to the
Cleveland Knights of Columbus Meet at the
Coliseum.

A full squad will head for Ohio State
University for a tri-meet including Miami
University tonight. Brodt classified this as
another participation type meet, trying to
get as many people as possible running.
ljast week's participation meets, a
quadrangular at Eastern Michigan and the
Western Michigan Invitational, didn't see
BG burn up the boards.
THE FALCONS were third at Eastern
last Friday, following the hosts and Toledo,
while aher.d of Wayne State
Joe Ritler captured the oniy BG first, as
he took the triple jump in 46' 2*4". The
freshman also grabbed thirds in the long
aiid high jumps Brent Beams i;ot the only
second, finishing the half-mile in 1:5S.
The next day at Western, Bob Lunn won
the three-mile in 14:00.3 and Hitter took
second in the triple Jump to highlight the I
BG showing.

Valentine Shorts or Tee's Print Your Own In Seconds

THE DEN
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"MOW
SHE'S
our
number one on vault, bars
and lloor for this meet."
Simpson said, "and it puts
a little pressure on her. but
1 have confidence in her."
Simp.ion said he still is
looking .'or better scores
from his beam and floor
performers.
"Carrie Bahna. a freshman, tied for first on floor
against Minmi, and we've
been comiig along pretty
steadily there," he said.
'But our be.'im score last
week as a team hit an alltime low."
Simpson
expressed
gratitude for his three
seniors who will be com
pcting for the last time at
home tonight.
"Marty Wacker used to
be our top vaulter, but she
was student teaching in the
fall and got behind. But
she's worked hard and she
could help as there.
"Theresa Hoover has
been an excellent gymnast
for us and Karen Glenn
has really helped bring up
this team to what it is the
last few years. I'll hate to
lose her."

$49 solution
till the end of
school year

FITNESS
WORLD

other responsibilities."
And Mason claims he's handling those well.
"I have a lot ot confidence when I put him on the ice,"
he said. "He never gives up anything on defense and he
controls the wing well, has good speed and is aggressive.
"IF I TOOK my nine basic forwards, he's fourth in
possessions and turnovers And he's right in the thick of
things in plus and minuses on the goal-for-and-against
chart. He's doing his job."
Excellent forechecking, superb defensive play or not.
Titanic wants more-like goals
"I don't know what it is." Titanic said yesterday of his
routine scoring drought. "I think it's because I don't
shoot enough and pass off too much. But I should be
scoring."
So what's the problem?
"He played on the power play last year and isn't this
year, which cuts down on his goal scoring." Mason said.
"And we used him at center the start of the season. It
was a new position for him and an adjustment. Then he
went back to the wing and was forced to adjust again."
"I've never been a goal-scorer." Titanic explained.
"Even in junior. I think my best season in junior was 20
goals. I've always had twice as many assists as goals.
"It bothers me when I see all the other guys scoring."
the Toronto native claimed. "When you're not scoring,
sometimes you feel like you're not contributing And then
you try to explain to someone why, people don't understand that there's other things to hockey. But one day
I'll break out of this."
How about this weekend, when the Falcons (19-8
overall i aim for another 20-win season when Northern
Michigan, the first-year probationary CCHA club,
challenges tonight and tomorrow night at 7:30 p.m..?
"I'm looking forward to this series." Titanic said.

Ladybirds defeat Ohio Northern
Bowling Green's women's basketball team defeated
Ohio Northern last night. 63-49.
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Get Your Heart On And
Come To Chi 0$
Winter Party!
Friday Night Feb. 11*
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BARGAIN PRICES
SATURDAY-SUNDAY BARGAIN MATINEES
AOUiTlONtV SI 2SI

All STUDENTS 11 7?i

MIDNIGHT MOVIES
FOR ADULTS
FRIDAY-SATURDAY ONLY!
ALL SEATS $1.25 i.D. mouurn

WITH I D '

LAST 5 DAYS
FRIDAY t SATUR0AT AI 7:30 A 9:40 P.M.
SUNDAY AT 1:00 -7:30If:40 P.M.

POSITIVHY NO ONI
UNDO II.. .

Confound! ng!
".. Nothing less than
the most exhilarating
entertainment of the
lilm year to date."
V
rl .."■. Mil YORK TIMES
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MINUTE MOVIE REVIEW:
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SNMiOfK HOUAfS UfMAVIUMO TM dull 1IGMUNO PIIUO UNtAVHINC INt
MOtrVU
ON INt niNOIlH I Mil Of INI l«iiiN WITH * WIA* tACKHAMD.
TM PUNA WITH A P1MCHANI 'Ot MO HtADt IHI OVIKOA1 WITH A IMAU
MAN IN1KM) tMU HQIIf M TlUt ONI* INI PACTS HA VI IIIN MAM UP

FINAL WEEK!
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT 7: JO 10:40 P.M.
SUNDAY AT 2:00 AND 7:30 P.M.

IT'S THE MOST HILARIOUS
SUSPENSE RIDE OF YOUR LITE'.
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SILVER 5TRERN
GENE WILDER JILL CLAYBURGH RICHARD PRYOR
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MINUTE MOVIE REVIEW:
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PERSONALIZED IN SECONDS
Do Your Own Thing
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NOW SHOWING!
FRIDAY A SATURDAY AT 7:00 4 9:00 P.M.
SUNDAY AY 2:0017:30 P.M.

%<$r ENERGY CRISIS
HOURS
»
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Mon., Tues., Wed. 12:30 p.m.-lO p.m.|
Thurs., Fri., Sat. 1:00 p.m.-ll p.m.
Sun.-CLOSED

WO08TER WINE SHOP does its part during this total energy shortage and as a
•ember of this community supports total energy conservation.
L We have reduced our
I. Set thermostats to
operating hours
the required levels
by W per cent.
for night and day.
We ask you to please adapt to our new hours, to cooperate with us during, this
crisis and to patronize those who have cooperated during these trying times of
crucial energy supply.
THANK YOU

WOOSTER WINE SHOP

«

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NICHT

AOAMANDNICOte •>■■-..-,ih.-, ,.. ,

352-3778

"We're going to romp. They give you room to skate and
1 think I'm going to score."
But don't hold your breath
SAVES-Following Markell's (21-21-42) lead, top Falcon
scorers include Wells (16-22-38), defenseman John Mavity
(8-26-341, Murphy (19-12-3D and Easton (8-22-30(...Falcons
beat Northern on the road 3-2, 5-3 in November..Mike
liut. sporting a 2.64 goals against average, will start in
goal for BG tonight, with Al Sarachman
(3.47)
tomorrow. WKIQ, 93.5 FM, will not broadcast this
weekend.

THE GREATEST AFRICAN ADVENTURE
EVER FILMED!.

LEE
MARVIN

ROGER
M00RE

SHOUT AT
THE DEVIL
..BARBARA PARKINS
«n AMIRCAM tmflNATOW PCTIK

MINUTE MOVIE REVIEW:
SHOUT AT TMI OtVM" AM AC'K>N<:»AMMtD HO KJDGfT ADVINTWBJ STUB
CANTANKIROUI III MARTVYN WHO HOOOWIMtIO f COII MOOM WTO HM IVOtr
POACHING OPMATTON IN SOUTH ATSSCA SfT OM TMI IVI Of WWI. TMI STOtV tt
tOOSING OLP*»tHK>N«0 INTITAINMiMT WITH SMASHRNO LAND If A AMD AM
ACTION K» f VIIYONI TO INJOYI

BG's swimmin' women
seek state crown again
By Cheryl Gcichke
Falcon freshman Usa
Pepper competes In
the breasUtroke In an
earlier season meet at
the Natatorium. BG's
swlmmln' women go
after their fourth
straight state crown
today and tomorrow,
and Pepper is just one
of many who will
contribute
to
the
Falcon effort.

Miami is much stronger this year.
Campbell rates Wright State as a strong
challenger for the title. But one of their
better swimmers is ineligible for the meet.
leading the way for the Falcons will be
senior Barb McKee, back to defend her
100-yard individual medley title this year.
OTHER BG SWIMMERS to watch are
sophomores Donna Rosenbauer and Liz
Thompson, who hold school records in the
three breaststroke events and the 50-yard
backstroke, respectively.
Sophomore Lee Wallington also tied the
existing school mark in the 100-yard
freestyle earlier this year.
This weekend's state chase also will give
team members a chance to qualify for the
nationals.
"The relays have a really good chance to
qualify as well as some individual swimmers." Campbell said.
v

Bowling Green's women's swim team
will go after its fourth consecutive state
championship today and tomorrow at Ohio
State University (OSU).
Idle since Jan. 15, the tankers face 13
other teams at the Ohio Association for
Intercollegiate Sports for Women (OAISW)
outing.
The meet originally was scheduled at
Wright State University (WSUi, but an
unheated pool necessitated a switch to the
OSU varsity pool.
"THIS IS a particularly crucial meet for
us because we've been state champs for
three years," BG coach Jean Campbell
said.
Campbell said she was upset over the
cancellation of last weekend's triangular
meet with Miami and Illinois because

Newlphoto by Don Bomrl.
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Basketball doubleheader
a Valentine's Day treat

Dick Rees
Falcon cagers lacking
intensity, smart play
No longer was there a gleam in his eyes. No longer did
his voice ring with excitement The cout was on, but
John Weinert hadn't donned it in front of a cheering
crowd.
Instead, the Bowling Green basketball coach quietly put
on his "victory" coat in the grim solitude of the BG
locker room, embarrassed once again by a close defeat.
And Wednesday night, Weinert was suddenly talking
about "salvaging the rest of the season."
THE 1X)SS TO Eastern Michigan) the second straight to
a lowly Mid-American Conference (MAO team, put the
finishing touch on any hopes li(. had (or the league title.
Ohio University gave the Falcons their initial slap last
Saturday night. And what left most BG fans, and
Weinert, bewildered was how those two squads could
even stay on the same floor with the Falcons.
After all, hadn't B<i given national power Cincinnati all
it could handle here back in December? And what about
that win over Toledo'' And then the close loss to MAC
title favorite and current leader Miami.
Maybe the Falcons figured that with their impressive
showings against those top teams they could sit back and
take it easy against the also-rans.
ALL-OUT EFFORT, intensity and smart play have
been lacking, the last three Falcon games BG has paid
dearly.
Now, the local cagers face the turning point of their
season, if it hasn't already been approached.
BG travels to Toledo lomorrow night to face the
Rockets, who've been itching for another shot at the
Falcons. The contest, which starts al 8 p.m. and will be
televised by channel 13. is sold out. and you can be sure
the 9,000-plus in Centennial Hall will be pro-Rockets.
Toledo followers didn't appreciate Dan Hipsher's "I
don't like Toledo" quotes after the Falcon shot down the
Rockets in Anderson Arena. Ami Toledo's intense coach
Bobby Nichols was incensed with that setback and isn't
about to let it happen again.
THE ROCKETS ARE going to be primed, and if BG
plays like it has the last two weeks, it just may turn into
a rout. Don't expect Toledo to show any mercy.
And here's an opinion, unsolicited, on the Falcons'
recent problems.
Tommy Harris shot 25 times Wednesday. No other
Falcon had more than seven shots from the field. That's
the way it's been mast of the season.
Sure Harris has great range and perhaps is one of the
best long-range shooters the MAC has seen in some time,
but il seems logical that with more offensive balance, BG
would be a bit harder to defense.
As it stands now, Tommy IS the BG offense, but he
can't do it all. Falcon frontlincrs Ron Hammye. Norvain
Morgan and Dan Hipsher must be confident and must go
to the basket.
And all the Falcons better start playing with some
smarts and with intensity or it could be a long last
month of the season.

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
TO OUR KAPPA SI6MA
DREAM GIRLS:
Leslie Shearer
Terri Fuhrer
Diane Curtis
Diane Feber
Debbi Mabry
Bobbie Scherrer
Beth Shaffemoeker
Kappa Sig Stardusters

Monday is Valentine's Day, and the
University athletic department has a
special treat in store that evening
The first-ever basketball doubleheader
involving the men's and women's
varsity teams will take place in
Anderson Arena.
The BG women play Ohio University
at 5 p.m.. with the men's squad slated
to face Loyola of Chicago in the
nightcap at 7:30 p.m.

"THIS SHOULD be an interesting
evening of basketball." said BG athletic
director Dick Young. "I hope many
students and fans turn out for both
games to support both of our teams.
"It's very possible (hat we may be
switching lo men's and women's
doublehcaders for several of our games
next year and this Valentine's Day
event will mark the first step in that
direction."

Two home meefs on tap

Tankers face best, worst
Hy Dave Smenina
Sports Writer

will have an easy time, lacing Tom Porter
and Dong Tennant. respectively.

The Falcon swim team will stay home
this weekend and face one of the best and
one of the worst teams in the MidAmerican Conference IMAO.
Bowling Green, 1-5 on the season, will
host Miami University iMUl, one of the
conference's top squads, today lit 4 p.m. in
the Natatorium.
"I'd rate them iMU) as not quite as
good as Kent State (MAC title favorite),"
BG coach Tom Stubbs said. "But they're
still real rough.
"We'll try lo be competitive and swim
well, keep pushing the races." he said.
"We know they're strong personnel-wise,
but we'll try to give them a good meet."
And there .'ould be some Interesting
matchups toda.Diver Kurt Seibenick and sprinter Jeff
Wolf are among the few Falcons with a
shot at beatin | the Redskins. But neither

BUT THE best race ol the day should be
the 200-yard backstroke, featuring possibly
five of the top seven competitors in the
MAC this year. MU has three of them,
compared to BG's Dave Koonig and Daryl
liable
"It should be a quick race, also very
interesting," Stubbs said.
Tomorrow's 1:30 p.m. meet in the
Natatorium trill offer perennial league
cellar-dweller, the University of Toledo
lTU).
"We should win the Toledo meet."
Stubbs said. "We might even be able to
switch some people around."
The Rockets. 1-6 on the year, have a
limited number of quality swimmers and
only one with a time ranked in the MAC.
And TU is lacking especially in the
distance events and the diving, according
to Stubbs

Turnabout: Matmen favored
For once, the Falcon
wrestlers are favorites.
And why shouldn't thev
be?
Coach Bruce Bellard's
Division I team hosts
Adrian (Dlvison III I and
West
Liberty
iNAIAl
tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. in
Anderson Arena
Bowling Green. 4-5 on the
season, has enjoyed victories over Wright State.
Defiance College, Findlay
College and Ohio Northern,
In competition against
universities of its own size.

IK', has lost to all five MidAmerican Conference foes.
ONE
WEEK
from
tonight, the Falcons close
their regular season at
defending league champion
Ohio University. So it
appears that tomorrow's
triangular will determine a
.500 campaign for BG.
in Wedneada) night's 30-5
romp over Ohio Northern
(Division III1, the local
grapplers lost only one
bout Jay I.iles. a 118pounder, came up with his
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Women tracksters run
after three-week layoff
The women's indoor
track team will travel to
Kalamazoo,
Mich.,
tomorrow to participate in
the Western Michigan
Invitational.
The
thinclads.
who
haven't run in three weeks,
will participate in the sixteam event which includes
Mid-American Conference
foes Central Michigan
University it'MUl and host
Western
Michigan
University (WMU).
"Central will be our
biggest competition," said
coach Dave Williams.
"They have some real good
distance runners and high
jumpers.

"1.
r

Energy Crisis Hours:
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sfield and Deb Romsek
has clocked a 4:09. but
Williams
thinks
this
quarter can go under 4:06
this weekend if the track is
fast.
Romsek currently is
rated ninth in the nation in
the 400-meter hurdles with
a 61.27. She also is ranked
among the world's top 25
in the event. Jenny Gill is
rated 32nd in the U.S. on
the pentathlon handbook
list with 3.477 points.
The 880-yard relay team
of Wernert. Gail Billet,
Mansfield and Mary Zarn
will be competing for the
first time this season.

They said it...
"1 just felt pretty good. I was just putting it in. I
was getting my rhythm in my shots. I just went for
everything I could."-Freeman Williams. Portland
State's junior guard after scoring 71 points Wednesday night in a 142-85 win over Southern Oregon.
Williams, a 6-4 junior who leads the nation in
scoring with a 38.5 average, hit 34 of 49 shots from
the floor.

INTRODUCTORY LECTURE

KIRPAL SCIENCE OF THE SOUL
TEACHINGS OF THE MASTERS OF SURAT SHABD YOGA
(Yoga ol Celestial tight ond Sound Current)
The l.roaHin(r, ore the »omp a\ Ihow q.ven out bv oil PaM nia«pri

loi

Truth nov»r chongo^

"True Spirituality i* not o mofter ol Bl„wl Fnith or Outer for"" and RituoK

but one ol lir,t

Hand Inner l«-««P «. ono, o-n Uelrme ar.en ol Ih. hond, ol tan. ampMnt Uma Mo.*"

MEDITATION AND TRUE LIVING
God Is love, love Is God

The Way Bock lo God is Through love"

introductory meeting will be held

Friday - February 11, 1977 at 7:30 P.M.

at 1110 Jefferson Aw., Toledo, Ohio
For more into call : Bill Carlson

Reg. meetings held 2"d & 4th Friday

402 1 Union St.
313-241 4679

The "House of the Heart,"

men a veryHappy Valentine's Day!
Pocono Jeff
Johnny Angel
Harold Melvin
Rick
Tom
Freddie
Gordon
Jim Hogan
Carseat Mark
Big Mud Hen
Dren
Opie
Big Fred
Doctor D
Queenie-RIP
J.J. Jr.
Andy Almost
Harlev Hale

record holder in the
shotput with a 3B-3 effort,
will be sidelined this
weekend with a pulled
hamstring muscle.
This will put added
pressure on BG's other
shot putter Pam Koeth.
Koeth has a top effort of
35-7 this year and has
thrown 36-9 in practice.
Hodkey's absence will
hurt the Falcon thinclads,
but Williams figures the
keys to success will be the
hurdles and the mile and
880-yard relay teams.
THE MILE relay team of
Deb
Werncrt,
Jan
Samuelson, Robin Man-

•THIS WH.L be our first
meet in three weeks
because of the snow."
Williams said. "The team
has looked extremely well
in practice, but we don't
know how it will affect us
in the ru*er""WKhave only
one injury, so we're in
pretty good shape."
Kathy Hodkey. the school

PHI Mil wish their favorite

-> cjll 3538381

and Everyone's Dream Girl

fifth superior decision to up
his record to 7-1-1, which
tops the club.
Other BG starters are
Jerry Thomas (5-4) at 126,
Bill Frailer 15-2-1) at 134,
Tom Mitchell i5-2) at 142.
Hick Kopf (3-4-21 at 150,
Mark Mayer (6-3) at 158.
Jim StiUe 14-11 at 167. Jim
Warmington 13-5-11 at 177,
Ai Nozak 14-51 at 190 and
Jeff Polhemus (4-5) at
heavyweight

Sports

Serious Sam
Mike
Kent
(Lil
bacherl
Coach
Ronnie
Jimi
John
Robby
Dave - V.
Decent Dave
Craigory
Yimmy
W. F. F.
George No. 78
Bros.
Donny
Lou "Tiamo"
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every month at the WALDORF HOTEl
310 Summit St. Toledo

A career in lawwithout law school.
What can you do with only a bachelor s degree'
Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an
undergraduate education ana a challenging responsible career The Lawyer's Assistant is able lo do
work traditionally done by lawyers
Three months ot intensive training can give you
the skills—the courses are taught by lawyers You
choose one ol the snven courses ottered—choose
the city m which you want to work
Since 1970, The Instiiute lor Paralegal Training
has placed rnora than 1600 graduates m law turns
banks, and corporations in over 75 cities
II you are a senior ol high acudermc standing and
aie interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant
we'd like to meet you
Contact your placement ollice tor an interview with
our representative
We will visit your campus on

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18

The Institute for
Paralegal Training
235 South 17th Siren. Philadelphia. Pennsylvan.a 1O103
IEISI 732JJ60O
Operated bv Para-legal. Inc
73-104)4228

